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It has been announced by Assistant Editor, Bernie Mohon, that the position of Assistant Editor on the yearbook staff has been accepted by Enelia Kacorower, a student of Elizabeth and a 1955 graduate of Battin High School who is a junior majoring in the elementary and speech curriculums.

Leaders to Hold Fifth Conference

For the fifth successive year club and public relations presidents and advisors and student council members will attend a Leadership Conference to be held at the college on Thursday, Octo­ber 19th.

Registration and Coffee time will be from 3:30 to 4 p.m. in the Tudor Room. The opening session will feature a keynote speaker discussing facts important to leaders of a growing college like Newark State. Follow­ing this dinner will be served to the students in the cafeteria. After supper the large group will divide into small workshops to discuss and summarize problems of common interest. A general session will be held in the Tudor Room at which the summer conference will be presented and discussed by students and the keynote speaker. President of Student Organization, Glennys Grenda, will preside at the informal general meeting. The conference will ad­journ at 8:30.

The three workshop groups to be conducted by students who at­tended the STIBC Conference in September are "The Student Council and Student Government Workshops", "The Class Advisors and Officer Group" and "Club Organizations and Advisors Workshops".

The central planning commit­tee consists of Glennys Grenda, Shirley Miller '58, Gerry Krisak '58 and Mary Ann Chut­sana '58.

Those on the Tag and Program Committee include Rose Falduti '49, Arlene Carhart '56, Jean Kie '58, Mary Ann Chut­sana '59, Nancy Edelhsener '59, Gerry Krisak '58 and Lorraine Luce­field '60, Jacklyn Kimberlin '58 and a Harris '58 will be in charge of Registration.

The reception committee at the conference will consist of Glennys Grenda '58, Jerry Mines­kof '49, Maxine Feinberg '49 and Barbara Elbro '59.

Film, Research Center Result of College Move

To Compile Documentary Depicting Growth Of College

The shooting of a 20 minute documentary film which will de­picture the growth of the college from inception through dedication in June, will be under way in the early part of December.

Since the project will not be entirely for the campus, there will be a division of labor of about 50-50 among interested students, members of the faculty, members of specific ex­perience and skills. All faculty, who have been approached have indicated great enthusiasm and willingness to devote their time to the project. These include Mr. Everett Howe, Mr. Joe Bendell, Mr. Joseph Janos, Mr. Douglas Tatton, Mr. Frederick Gladis, Dr. Leomus Vaughan Eames, Mrs. Mary Bartlett, Mr. Jack Platt, Mr. Mathew Dolkey, and Mr. Joseph Errington.

A film will serve as a per­manent record of the college and will provide media for public relations, provide experiences for students and faculty in film pre­paration and will promote college spirit and professionalism.

The film is a large collection of unedited color slides plus interviews of campus members at the earliest building up to June '57 and a tape recording and ac­companying pictures of the ground breaking ceremonies. An immediate film of unfinished portions of the campus, within the buildings and without is expected. A 16 mm camera, owned by the college can be used for filming and a camera with a tape recording to fit film action can be rented in an expen­sive sound-film process.

K. D. Pi Holds Tea To Honor New Faculty

The Delta Rho chapter of Kappa Delta Pi held a tea in honor of the new faculty members on Monday, October 7 in the Tudor Room.

Students representing various organizations in the school as well as the entire faculty and adminis­tration were invited to at­tend this welcoming get-together.

Can You Spell That Word?

(AACP) - The University of Connecticut DAILY CAMPUS is starting a new compulsory course --spelling--and gives some rea­sons why.

A frequent reference made to­day when discussing the educa­tional training of American stu­dents concerns the prevalence of poor spelling among high school and college graduates. Judg­ing from our own observations and remarks made by instruc­tors, teachers and students here rank with the best when it comes to spelling.

Poor training in the elemen­tary school may be at fault, but it is not altogether to blame ... - The whole problem can be summed up in one sentence: words are an inestimable sup­

Laboratory School To Replace Kindergarten

Probably the most revolu­tionary change being brought about with the move to Union is the Research Center which will replace the old Laboratory school for Kindergarten Children. This research center will have three schools for 3 and 4 year olds as well as two classes for handicapped children.

During the summer months, a large crew of students will be set up for studying human growth and development. Outsid­ers, along with the student body will be invited to observe these children. If successful, an extra-large group of students, teachers and all will be installed to transmit classroom knowledge to the college lecture hall. This is the method of observation that is in operation at the University of Maryland, College of Educa­tion.
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Problem Marks End Of Hazing Daze For Freshman

The party began at 4:30 with a session of Senior Court dur­ing which more than 270 people were sentenced to perform their pena­lities for breaking hazing rules. "Any Freshman may be held guilty of hazing if it is proved that he was present at the time of the incident," said President of the Freshman Homecoming Commit­tee.

Following the initial ceremony, Sophomores provided entertainment, consisting of cookies and punch. The committee was headed by Mrs. Almendro, Mrs. An­derson, and Phil Dwyer, fresh­man, provided the entertainment. Fran sang "I Wish I Were In Love Again" and Paul di his rendition of "When Irish Eyes Are Smiling." The next two were initiated on the duet, "It's Almost Like Be­ing In Love," and a improvisatory group calling themselves the Up-Downs "The Boy I Love." The narrators were Joann Falvelo on piano, Richie Maracco on bass, and Patricia and Elizabeth Wil­son. "I have no knowledge of the average student of today to seem entirely exhausted to bother with them (Newark State take heed.)"
Thoroughly delightful, though far from current reading is the work of Paul Gallico, a former newspaper reporter, who has written with both dignity and charm a number of novels and short stories in recent years.

One of his especially fine stories is THE SMALL MIRACLE, a story of a little boy and his love for his beloved pet donkey told by Mr. Gallico with all the warmth and tenderness that is indicative of his style. Originality for the main character makes this charming story hold experiences rich in those things that we in education strive so eagerly for our children to achieve. It can be used profitably and enjoyably in the teaching of the 9-10 years of age and still convey the following moving message of human living.

THE SMALL MIRACLE can be felt by young and old. It is filled with hope and faith and sympathy -- it is brimming with companionship and love and comfort.

Simply, yet tellingly related, the story of the little boy's love for the little donkey, a 10 year old orphan whose entire family had been killed in the war. Violette, the little half-cared for donkey, is now Pepino's entire world. They were everything to each other; Violette was more than just the means of Pepino's happiness, but a living being. The only reason why this relationship was broken was that it was linked together by newly formed bonds of friendship.

The tradition of hazing is an old one. It is a ritual which has symbolized the entrance of freshmen for years. Every begun that was worn symbolized a holo and a welcome. The signs were worn in various forms and colors.

The ringing laughter and noise in the halls for years. Every beanie that was worn symbolized a friendship you found during those days, the acquaintance of a lifetime. The familiar sandwich signs which were a part of their apparel for three years. Every beanie that was worn symbolized a friendship you found during those days, the acquaintance of a lifetime.
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New Faculty
(Continued from Page 1)

For three years, Dr. Brooks taught at the University of Johannesburg in South Africa on a Fulbright Scholarship. In light of current national focus on integration, Dr. Brooks' insight into the Johannesburg situation is worth reporting.

The people of South Africa are living under a system of white supremacy comparable to the white waters flow), South Africa, economically the position of the black South African is different from that of the United States, Dr. Ranucci found it easy to understand how the Negroes are not in a minority at all. Dr. Ranucci's teaching career was headed by Deena Lenzi.
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This very reflective quote came to us from a prominent man in the sports field. This philosophy is one which pertains to all of life, not just sports. The recognition for accomplishments should not all be given to the participants. We must first be honest with himself and determine whether the recognition is the thrill of the activity which is the challenge. Everyone has to be, and likes to think that he is the one who gets the active response that may be taken from sports.

Here at Newark, everyone is a representative of the college. This is a true statement of sportsmanship. Since athletics are highly charged and emotional, when the close moments occur, we shall not cast to shadows on the court, this does not mean that we should not evoke an opinion. This may be done through cheering.

At Newark, the moral lesson of fair play. Since there is so much that can be taken from athletics in the way of skills, friendships and recreation, why take just a piece of metal?

We want boys and girls to develop skills and interests so that they may enjoy the satisfaction of wholesome recreation and an intelligent use of their time.

A.R.B. BOUNCES

...Congratulations to the officers of the A.C. (formerly the A.A.) and to all the new members. This year's innovation came about six months too late. But last year, and candidates were interviewed before being put into form. ... SCUTTLEBUTT has it that the men's gym classes are really being utilized. "Big muscle activity", huh?

...The bulletin boards are freshly decorated with appeals for a football team. It is quite an idea. At least it shows someone is not asleep when he is chatting with the telephone operator....The World Series is upon us and the Men's Sport Editor is doing his best to keep you informed. What the opening game means to the American League....Cooperstown is the real drawing card.
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